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Biosan all-purpose cleaner, concentrate
Concentrated, alcaline all-purpose cleaner and powerful grease remover. Biosan 
acts quickly and thoroughly against crud and grease on all surfaces. Ideal for 
daily cleaning of ovens, extractor hoods, tables, floors, etc.. Dilutable from 1:5 to 
1:500.

Set-canister including tap and spraying bottle.

Art.-Nr. 1000100 » 10,1kg-canister Art.-Nr. 1002000 » 200kg-barrel

Surface Cleaning

Wisch & Wasch multi-purpose cleaner
 
Wisch & Wasch is a pH-neutral multi-purpose cleaner that can be used for many 
different applications: wiping tables, countertops and floors as well as washing 
dishes by hand. Its powerful grease removing properties make it ideal for  
washing up cooking utensils, cutlery and tableware.

Art.-Nr. 1040050  » 5kg-canister   

Crust dissolver
Highly alkaline special cleaner for the thorough removal of burned organic  
residues. Ideal for removing crusts in ovens and fat baking devices, as well as on  
material or equipment made of stainless steel. Not suitable for use on aluminum 
and non-ferrous metals. Dilutable to 1:3.

Art.-Nr. 1090040 » 4x 1000ml bottle      Art.-Nr. 1090120  » 12 kg-canister

Glass cleaner 
Economical cleaner for glass, mirrors and smooth surfaces. Cleans efficient and 
quickly, provides brilliant shine without polishing. Perfectly qualified for profess- 
ional cleaning of bigger areas as well as fast cleaning of counters, store windows, 
mirrors and tables. Prevents dusting with its antistatic effect.

Art.-Nr. 1060100 » 10,1kg-canister
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Floor cleaner non-foaming
 
Floor cleaner is a non-foaming, neutral cleaner with excellent cleaning and care 
properties. Suitable for cleaning all water-resistant floors and other surfaces, 
made of stone, wood, plastic. Perfectly suitable for use in floor-cleaning  
machines.

Art.-Nr. 1070100 » 10,1kg-canister Art.-Nr. 1072000 » 220kg-barrel



Freezing cell cleaner 
Easy-to-use cleaning product for freezing cells, cold storage areas and deep- 
freezers. This product has to be applied pure, then it solves frozen and sticky dirt. 
After application the mix of cleaner and dirt can be wiped with a wiping cloth or 
by a floor cleaning machine.

Art.-Nr. 1080100 » 10,1kg-canister

Surface Cleaning

Fungosan 
Alkaline detergent for textile surfaces and walls. Ideal for thorough cleaning of 
fermenting materials, ceilings and walls in the food industry. Fungosan cleans the 
treated surfaces and brightens them visually. 

Art.-Nr. 5100100 » 10,1kg-canister 
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bionic hand dishwashing detergents
Highly effective multi-purpose cleaner with excellent capacity of grease removal 
and skin protection. For washing up cutlery, tableware and utensils, also suitable 
for cleaning tables, chairs and other lightly dirty surfaces. Combines very good 
cleaning results with largest possible environmental protection. Contains organic 
surfactants made of sugar.

Art.-Nr. B010100 » 12kg-canister

bionic Organic Cleaning Products

bionic glass cleaner
 
Organic, economical cleaner for glass, mirrors and similar surfaces. Cleans effi-
cient and quickly, provides brilliant shine. Perfectly qualified for professional  
cleaning of bigger areas as well as fast cleaning of counters, store windows,  
mirrors and tables. Made with alcohol made of biomass.

Art.-Nr. B020100 » 10,1kg-canister 

bionic multi-purpose cleaner
Concentrated multi-purpose cleaner and powerful grease remover. Acts quickly 
and thoroughly on fat, crud on all surfaces. Ideal for baking ovens, machines, 
tables, floors, etc. Dilutable from 1:5 to 1:250. Contains organic surfactants made 
of sugar.

Art.-Nr. B040100 » 12kg-canister 

bionic sanitary cleaner
Powerful concentrated surface cleaner for the whole sanitary area, toilets and 
washing rooms. Makes water bead-up, removes lime scale deposits quickly and 
thoroughly. Dilutable from 1:5 to 1:200. Made of organic citric acid and lactic 
acid.

Art.-Nr. B060100 » 12kg-canister
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bionic cleaning products made of natural ingredients
Resource conservation and environment protection are an affair of the heart for us – 
that’s why we had an intense look on what nature provides us. bionic-products contain 
100% natural ingredients and fulfil highest claims concerning environmental impact  
and biological degradability. Each bionic–cleaning-product connects environmental  
protection with efficiency and best cleaning results.



Dishwashing liquid PLATINUM

Dishwashing liquid PLATINUM is a liquid cleaner for perfect cleaning results  
on any ware. Ideal for glasses, coffee cups, cutlery, as well as baking utensils.  
Dishwashing liquid PLATINUM brings radiance for each ware, even with stubborn 
dirt. Coffee stains, starch, fat or protein are dissolved quickly and thoroughly.

Art.-Nr. P100120 » 12kg-canister Art.-Nr. P100240 » 24kg-canister  
Art.-Nr. P102400 » 240kg-barrel

Professionel Dishwashing Products

Dishwashing liquid with material protection
Very high-yield liquid cleaner for use in commercial dishwashers. Powerful clea-
ning action for the cleanest results. Special additives protect metal, stainless steel 
and plastic against premature wear and attack. Ideal for daily use.

Art.-Nr. 3020120 » 12kg-canister Art.-Nr. 3020250 » 25kg-canister
Art.-Nr. 3022600 » 260kg-barrel

R2000 Dishwashing liquid material protection, chlorine free 
Very high-yield liquid cleaner for use in commercial dishwashers, chlorine free. Po-
werful cleaning action for the cleanest results with best material protection. Special 
additives protect metal, stainless steel and plastic against premature wear and attack. 
Ideal for daily use, suitable for aluminium, low odor without chlorine.

Art.-Nr. 3030120 » 12kg-canister Art.-Nr. 3030250 » 25kg-canister
Art.-Nr. 3032500 » 250kg-barrel

K2 Special washing liquid for container washing machines
 
K2 is a highly concentrated and very effective washing liquid especially for  
containers in food producing companies. The unique formula provides a very high 
level of chemical germicide combined with first class cleaning results.

Art.-Nr. 3070250 » 25kg-canister Art.-Nr. 3072500 » 250kg-barrel
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Dishwashing powder
Concentrated dishwashing powder for use in all commercial dishwashers. Best 
washing results owing to its powerful formulation. Gentle to materials and sur-
faces. Chlorine-free, perfectly suitable for aluminium. Provides the best washing 
results even with low dosage. For professional dishwashing machines only.

Art.-Nr. 3000100 » 10kg -bucket Art.-Nr. 3000110 » 10kg-refill pack
Art.-Nr. 3000250 » 25kg -bucket Art.-Nr. 3000251 » 25kg-refill pack

Professionel Dishwashing Products

Dishwashing powder „coffee & tea“
Extra strong dishwashing powder for the use in coffee-shops, restaurants,  
bakeries. Coffee and tea stains are removed thoroughly, dishes with decoration 
will not be exhausted. Suitable for professional and household dishwashing  
machines.

Art.-Nr. 3010040  » 4kg-bucket

Rinsing agent PLATINUM
 
PLATINUM rinsing agent ensures perfect cleanliness and radiant Gloss with  
minimal dosage. Dishes, cutlery and glasses dry streak-free and get brilliant  
radiant surfaces without polish. Ideal in combination with PLATINUM  
dishwashing liquid.

Art.-Nr. P200110 » 11kg-canister

Rinsing agent
Liquid rinsing agent that can be used in all professional and household dishwas-
hers. Gives an instantaneous shine to rinsed objects and accelerates drying. The 
best product for hygienic rinsing.

Art.-Nr. 3040040 » package of 4 x 1Liter    Art.-Nr. 3040100 » 10,1kg-canister
Art.-Nr. 3040100 » 10,1kg-canister             Art.-Nr. 3042000 » 200kg-barrel
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Lime scale remover
Highly concentrated product that removes stubborn scale deposits. Ideal for use in 
commercial dishwashers. Can also be used to remove lime scale from stainless steel 
pipes, evaporators and other equipment made of acid-resistant materials. Dissolves 
lime scale and does not attack the metal.

Art.-Nr. 3050120 » 12kg-canister Art.-Nr. 3052450 » 245kg-barrel



Regeneration salt
Special regeneration salt for professional and household dishwashers with auto-
matic water regeneration. Provides fast and safe regeneration and protects the 
regeneration unit with its pure formula. Dissolves quickly without residues. 

Art.-Nr. 3060020 » 2kg-bag 
Art.-Nr. 3060200 » box of 10 x 2kg-bag 

Professionel Dishwashing Products

Renokal Machine cleaner with descaling function
Purging compound for cleaning and descaling of dishwashers, coffee machines, 
kettles. Versatile, dissolves dirt and lime reliably and thoroughly. Odorless, ideal 
for use in the food industry

Art.-Nr. 8100010 » 1kg-can
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Renoset I – Basic box
Contains 1 x washing-up liquid, glass cleaner, power cleaner and  
sanitary cleaner

Perfectly matched system of cleaning products for the fundamental cleaning 
challenges in shop surroundings. The system provides high-quality cleaning  
products in an easily comprehensible system. Each products is marked by an 
unique color and number, which can be excellently displayed in an hygiene plan.
 
Art.-Nr. 8000400

Shop Cleaning

Washing-up liquid box of 4 bottles
 
Highly productive washing-up liquid for the professional everyday-use.  
Removes grease, crusts and dirt from all kinds of dishes, tableware and  
cutlery. Can be used for cleaning surfaces such as tables, chairs, counters  
as well. Gentle to the skin and efficient because of low dosage.

Art.-Nr. 8010400 » box of 4 x 1.000ml 

Glass cleaner box of 4 bottles
Efficient glass cleaner ready-to-use in a spraying bottle. Provides brilliant shine  
without polishing. Removes grease and fingerprints from all shining surfaces  
such as glass, mirrors, stone-tables and so on. 

Art.-Nr. 8020400 » box of 4 x 1.000ml

Power cleaner box of 4 bottles
Strong multi-purpose cleaner, ready-to-use in a spraying bottle. Dissolves burnt-in 
incrustations, grease and dirt from every surface. Perfectly suitable for shop ovens, 
cooking areas, baking-trays and much more. Does no damage on aluminium, very 
effective power formula.

Art.-Nr. 8030400 » box of 4 x 1.000ml
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Sanitary cleaner box of 4 bottles
Mild acid sanitary cleaner for the use in highly-frequented toilets and washing 
rooms. Dissolves dirt, soap remains and lime scale fast and thoroughly. Sanitary 
cleaner only needs to be sprayed on the surface and removes all kinds of dirt 
with its unique combination of active substances. 

Art.-Nr. 8040400 » box of 4 x 1.000ml



Renoset II – Speciality shop-box
Contains 1 x floor cleaner, Renokal quick lime scale remover, R3000 surface 
quick disinfection, milk foam cleaner

The perfect completion to the renoset basic package. Provides high-level clea-
ning products which solve the more special cleaning problems. The products of 
Renoset II are especially designed for shops and grocery stores.

Art.-Nr. 8200400

Shop Cleaning

Floor cleaner box of 3 dosing bottles
 
Non-foaming neutral cleaning product with extraordinary cleaning and care 
effect. Perfectly qualified to clean every waterproof floor made of stone, wood, 
resinoid and others. Can be used by wiping or in floor cleaning machines.

Art.-Nr. 8050300 » box of 3 x 1.000ml

Renokal quick lime scale remover box of 4 bottles
Mild universal lime scale remover which can be easily sprayed on the calcified 
surface. Solves and removes lime fast and profoundly. Can be used on water  
cookers, coffee machines, dishwashers, steamers, grills and many more. Odor  
free and easy to handle. Has to be washed with clear water after use.

Art.-Nr. 8060400 » box of 4 x 1.000ml

R3000 quick disinfection box of 4 bottles
Ready-to-use solution to disinfect pre-cleaned surfaces in food producing  
enterprises. Dries residue-free without wiping or rinsing. Suitable for all  
alcohol-resistant surfaces.
 
Use biocides safely. Before use always read marking and product information.

Art.-Nr. 8070400 » box of 4 x 1.000ml
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Milk foam cleaner box of 3 dosing bottles
Highly effective concentrate to clean milk foaming units in modern coffee  
machines. Solves remains of milk stone and lime, even in small or narrow  
areas. Appropriate for all kinds of coffee machines.

Art.-Nr. 8080300 » box of 3 x 1.000ml



Record-Pro for baking trays and forms
Immersion cleaner for baking trays and baking tins. Record-pro must be heated 
to approx. 65°C. Depending on the type and thickness of the encrustations, the 
sheets and tins are immersed for 1 to 5 hours to soften the encrustations so that 
they can then be easily washed off with water.

Art.-Nr. 2010200 » 20kg-canister Art.-Nr. 2010600 » 60kg-canister
Art.-Nr. 2012000 » 200kg-barrel

Cleaning of baking trays and forms
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Heating tank RT180N / RT240N
Heatable stainless steel tank with lid and thermostat control. Upright standing 
construction for better handling of bigger numbers of trays to be cleaned.  
Designed for cleaning baking trays and forms of all sizes.

Heat power:   2.000 Watt
Voltage:    230 V
Heating type:  Indirect silicone-heating with overheating protection
Temperature control: Thermostat (40°C - 100°C)
Volume:   180 Litres (maximum 200 Litres)
Dimensions (WxHxD):  960x850x554 mm* / 1160x850x554 mm**

*Art.-Nr. RT180N for baking trays 58x78cm 
**Art.-Nr. RT240N for baking trays 58x98cm

Stainless steel basin 800mm / 1000mm
 
High-quality, robust, stainless-steel basin to immerse baking trays, baking tins 
and multiple cake pans. Just the right size for standard baking trays 
with 78x58 cm or 98x58 cm.

External dimensions (WxHxD): 803x603x195 mm / 1004x603x195 mm

Art.-Nr. 2020080 » 800 mm-basin Art.-Nr. 2020100 » 1000mm-basin

Stainless steel lid 800mm / 1000mm
Stainless steel lid to fit the stainless steel basin. Prevents contamination and  
evaporation of the cleaning solution.

Art.-Nr. 2030080 » 800mm-lid  Art.-Nr.2030100 » 1000mm-lid

Heating unit for basins 800mm / 1000mm
Electrical heating unit to heat the cleaning fluid in the stainless steel basin. With a 
sturdy metal grid to protect against damage. Heating power 2000 Watt, protection 
class IP65, thermostat control (max. 90°C).

Art.-Nr. 7010080  » Universal for 800mm/1000mm - basins 

Photo:
Stainless steel basin 800mm, 
Universal heating unit
Stainless steel lid 800mm



Mobile compressed-air foaming unit
Pressurised stainless steel foaming unit. Capacity 6L water, 1L oven rack cleaner 
and 0.5L foaming agent. The lance sprays a powerful cleaning foam onto oven 
racks. The foam adheres to all surfaces and dissolves baked-on encrustations 
thoroughly.

Art.Nr. 7080000

Oven rack cleaning

Renomax P
Extra thick foam cleaner for oven rack cleaning
Renomax P is a ready to use highly alkaline foam cleaner for use in mobile foam 
systems and foam oven rack cleaner. Optimal for removing highly branded or 
resinous deposits. Suitable for all alkali-resistant surfaces.

Art.-Nr. 7040240 » 24kg-canister Art.-Nr. 7042000 » 200kg-barrel

Oven rack cleaner
 
Highly concentrated special cleaner to clean oven racks and other encrusted 
stainless steel surfaces. Ideal for use in a foaming system. Also suitable as a clea-
ner in oven-rack cleaning units. Must not come into contact with aluminium.

Art.Nr. 7080120 » 12kg-canister    
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Foaming agent 
All-purpose foam stabiliser for cleaning products. Produces a stable, homo- 
geneous foam when applied with the compressed-air foaming unit.

Art.Nr. 7080100 » 10,1kg-canister


